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"My Last Duchess" and Cervantes

,

Editor's Note: The editors of The Trinity
Review have asked Professor Hood to permit
them to be the first to announce his discovery
of the literary relationship between Browning
and Cervantes- a discovery which should make
front-page news in the world of scholarship.
Professor Hood warns us that the item is a bare
announcement and not the complete treatment of
any phase of the topic. Professor Hood is the
author of various books and articles on Browning,
has held a Guggenheim Fellowship for research
on Browning, and is an Honorary Life Member
of the Boston Browning Society.
"My Last Duchess" is built largely of bricks
borrowed from a tale by Cervantes, "The Lady
Cornelia," one of the Exemplary Novels. As if to
acknowledge the debt, Browning makes Cervantes
himself the "poet" of "How It Strikes a Contemporary," presenting him as he describes himself
in the preface to the Exemplary Novels, and
adopting in the poem many details about the
"poet's" work from "El Buscapie; or, The Serpent," the Spanish Editor's preface to that tale,
"The Pretended Aunt," and other items usually
included in the same volume with the novelas.l
Here are three passages from "The Lady Cornelia" illustrating the sort of "deadly parallel"

*

* *

* *

Iln connection with "How It Strikes a Contemporary," one should not omit mention of the
two-volume "red Murray" for Spain, of 1845, by
Richard West, entitled A Handbook for Travellers
in Spain, and Readers at Home. The local color
of the poem Browning got from this unusually
intelligent and interesting work. He borrowed
from it also a few details in other poems;
notably the "nephews" of "The Bishop Orders
His Tomb at Saint Praxed's Church" and the
paso of our Lady "with a pink gauze gown all
spangles, and seven swords stuck in her heart"
of "Up at a Villa- Down in the City."
'TR.fl'XI'TY REVIEW
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existing between it and "My Last Duchess."
"The duke2 received them alone . .. Bidding
them be seated, Alfonso himself sat down, and
thus addressed Lorenzo:
" ' ... she [the duchess) is not to be found, and
my word cannot be considered eternally engaged
to a shadow .... I will have you see the beauty
of her whom I desire to take to wife, for it is such
that you cannot refuse your consent .. .' "

* * * * *

[The duchess is speaking.) "She said, 'Sit down,
Signors, and listen to my story.'
"The gentlemen seated themselves accordingly,
and she, arranging herself on the bed, and covering
her person with the folds of her mantle, suffered
the veil which she had kept about her head to fall
on her shoulders, thus giving her face to view, and
exhibiting in it a luster equal to that of the moon,
or rather of the sun itself, when displayed in all
its splendor. Liquid pearls fell from her eyes,
which she endeavored to dry with a 'kerchief of
extraordinary delicacy, and with hands so white
that he must have had much judgment in color
who could have found a difference between them
and the cambric. Finally, after many a sigh and
many an effort to calm herself, with a feeble and
trembling voice, she said
" 'I, Signors, am she of whom you have doubtless heard mention in this city, since, such as it is,
there are few tongues that do not publish the fame
of my ·beauty. . . . I grew to womanhood, and
with me grew the reputation of my loveliness,
bruited abroad by the servants of my house, and
by such as had been admitted to my privacy, as
2The duke in the tale is called "Alfonso d'Este,
Duke of Ferrara;" the "historical" duke of the
poem (if not a composite) was Alfonso II d'Este.

'Three

also by a portrait which my brother had caused
to be taken by a famous painter, to the end, as he
said, that the world might not be wholly deprived
of my feawres, in the event of my being early
. summoned by Heaven to a better life.

rich a color to her face that the beauty she displayed seemed something more than human. . . .
The duke said not a word, but . . . hurried out
of the apartment."

" ' .. . at the nuptials of one of my cousins. ...
There I saw and was seen; there, as I believe,
hearts were subjugated, and the will of the beholders rendered subservient; there I felt the
pleasure received from praise, even when bestowed
by flattering tongues; and, finally, there I beheld
the duke and was seen by him; in a word, it is in
consequence of this that you see here'."

The whole matter of Browning's relation to
Cervantes - indeed, the whole area of the Spanish
element in Browning's work- should be opened
to exploration and settlement. The relation between "My Last Duchess" and "The Lady Cornelia" is particularly significant to those who
would trace out the pattern of history, poetic precedent (Byron's ''Parasina," of 1815', about the beheading, by Nicholas III d'Este's order, of his wife
and his bastard son Ugo in the castle in Ferrara),
and aesthetic elements from Cervantes' tale in the
imaginative integrity of the finished poem.

* * *
(The priest bade her approach to receive the
duke.) "The lady obeyed; her emotion giving so

Many Colored Keys

-Ted

He stood beside his jeep, whistling the tune.
He had remembered it, even during battle; it was
odd how a melody stuck in your mind. It could
act like a radio commercial; once you let it work
its idiotic magic, you carried it as personal luggage. He had learned this particular jingle during
a furlough in New York. The Greenwich Village
apartment where they had gathered swayed back
and forth in front of his eyes: there was the beating of the guitar, the sweaty throbbing, the
incisive verse.
"You may enter now, Sergeant." Jeff stopped
whistling, flicked his black hands across his
trouser front, and entered the low, heaving tent.
"Hello, son. Sit down. What can I do for
you?" Jeff watched the Captain pick up the package of cigarettes; he watched the harshly ~rubbed
pink hands wander across the desk top and return
to the neatly piled papers.
"I would like to apply for a furlough, if I may,
sir."
"How long have you been in the service?"
"Thirty-two months, sir. Of these I have served
ten months on this front."
"You know, son, I think God played us a dirty
trick. Who'd want to bother to tear up such damn
country as Italy? Twenty months, you say. Well,
that isn't long, is it? Just getting familiar with
the army. I know; I'm regular, son. I've got your
Four

* .* *

Loc~wood.

papers here. Notice you're married. How's pickings here in Italy?"
"I have a family, sir." Jeff deftly uncrossed his
legs, pushed back into the washboard chair, and
interlocked fingers. He decided not to correct
the Captain on his army time. He tried to fix his
eyes on the lone theater ribbon spotting the green
officer's coat; he'd seen the white finger flick the
cigarette off the desk. The cigarette's white paper
stared bashfully at his dark, Philadelphia face.
Even the pieces of tobacco lazily peeking at him
from each end of the roll failed to blend with the
scrubbed tent-boards.
"Mind, son?- Now your record shows- The
cigarette, son."
Jeff let his long arm swing down deliberately
and obediently snatch the cigarette, swing up
again carelessly against the desk side. He set the
broken roll before the temple of papers.
"Now your record shows you've had a furlough
in New York already. Of course, I know you've
probably landed something hot in Florence, son,
but then we need a lot of fellows around here too.
No doubt, you've also got some buddies around
the Red Cross area in Florence, but - how come
you never became an M . P., son?"
"I applied for the front-line infantry when I
arrived in Italy, sir. The furlough in New York
was sixteen months ago, sir. I had hoped to go to
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the University in Florence for a few days to do
some sculpturing."
"Oh- putty man, eh? I see by your application you're a college boy. That must have been
what kept you out of the quartermaster laundry."
The Captain's sudden laugh hardly seemed sufficiently provoked, but then maybe putty and
laundry appealed to his sense of humor. Jeff
noticed the Captain reach forward and strike
the letter opener lying carefully, obviously near
the metallic edge of the desk. It plunged like, a
demagogue's finger towards the floor. It did not
bounce.
"Anxious to get in town and knock around
some nudes, eh? Well, I don't know- that's not
much of a reason. The letter opener, son. Yet,
we always try to be fair around here; if your
number's up, then I guess we can make arrangements. It's a little different with you fellows, of
course - record and all that sort of thing. We've
got to keep our slate clean in Florence. Hand me
that letter opener, son."
Jeff bent forward, picked up the metal letter
opener and slid it across the desk towards the far
corner. The Captain brushed it with his sleeve;
the blade stuck in a crack on the other side of the

floor. Its shadow edged back towards Jeff.
"Mind, son? What with the Wacs around here
now, I suppose we'll have a crop of pickaninnies
soon. VD's getting terrible. Then that last offensive didn't look too good. You see, son, we've
.
got to protect our record."
Jeff kicked the tent chair back, stretched his
large frame painfully; his leg twitched where the
stitches found their surgical pattern.
"We've had no deserter in the 92nd yet, sir.
Take your cadre away, and we might be able to
learn something. At least we feel!"
"Pick up that letter opener, sergeant. You're
at attention, sergeant. Straighten that leg! Now
leave and report to your company commander
immediately.- Salute again, sergeant!"

* * *
The tune came back; its radical verse pounded
against the running laughter inside the tent:
"dem many colored keys.
Play da tune, play da tune on white keys,
Play da tune on black keys.
Harmony, harmonydem many colored keys."

A Ouiet Guy Named Kirk
Douglas Kirk was a small man of 2 5 or so
who played a good game of poker. I got to know
him when the Limeys took over our strip in central Burma and I was sent up North to Myitkyina
to sweat out the rest of my points. They gave me
a shift in the control tower, but there were so
many extra men that we only had to work about
every other day. We spent the rest of the time
either in the sack, swimming in the river, or playing poker. As I remember it, we spent most of the
time playing poker.
This Douglas Kirk was a funny guy. He'd sit
in on a game at any hour of the day or night that
he was off shift, but he never kidded around with
the rest of the men. He was a Texan, from Dallas,
I think, and Texans generally have a lot to say,
especially about Texas- but not Kirk. Just the
same everyone seemed to like him. We played
poker mostly just to pass the time, and as a result
it was a pretty loose game with a lot of laughs,
'TRV{I'TY REVIEW
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and no blood spilled. When Scott or Valdez or
someone folded with what looked like a pretty
good hand, we'd all yell "chicken" and razz the
hell out of them. But I only saw Kirk get razzed
once, and the guy that did the razzing never sat
in on any of the games after that. He was new
in that crowd, like me, but he didn't have the
sense to keep his mouth shut until he found out
what the score was. This guy, Sales, his name
was, got in the game one night when Kirk was
winning, which happened fairly often. Now,
Kirk wasn't any card sharp, but he'd handled
cards an awful lot, and when he shuffied, there
wasn't any waste motion, and the only time he
ever dropped a card or dealed two for one was
when we were using old, limp cards. This Sales
began losing, while Kirk was winning, and he
started making little cracks at Kirk like, "Come
on and deal- you've shuffied 'em long enough
so they're good and stacked." Just stuff like
Five

that- with a laugh that might have been a little
on the bitter side. At first Kirk just looked at him
without saying a word, but a look out from under
that guy's black eyebrows meant plenty if you had
sense enough to read it. A little later Kirk bluffed
Sales out of a pretty big pot when Sales had a
small straight, and after he'd raked in the money
he turned his hand face-up, showing a pair of
queens. That's bad poker, and Kirk didn't play
bad poker. It was the only time he had ever pulled
a trick like that. It made Sales burn, and Kirk
knew it and liked it, although you couldn't have
proved it by the expression on his face. So Sales
went on making cracks and losing, and the more
he lost, the less funny his remarks were. We were
all getting pretty fed up with the guy when he
finally went broke and threw in his cards. Kirk
was sitting quietly behind a lot of money, most of
it Sales' and as Sales got up he looked right at
Kirk and said, "Boy, I'll never play in another
game if you're in it."
Everyone stopped talking and looked at Kirk.
He didn't move, just looked up at Sales with his
eyes almost shut. Sales started to walk away from
the table and Kirk said, "Just a minute, you."
Sales turned around and looked down at Kirk.
He could have looked down even if Kirk had been
standing. He was a pretty big guy. So he looked
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Kirk up and down and then said, "Yeah?"
"Why did you say that?" We were all quiet
as death. If the little icicles on Kirk's voice had
fallen off we'd have been able to hear them hit the
dirt floor.
If the big guy had had any sense he would have
said that he couldn't buck such a good poker
player, or that he knew a guy with a rabbit's foot
when he saw one, or something like that. Instead,
he kind of sneered at Kirk and said, "You're just a
little too flashy with the cards to suit me."
Kirk spoke very quietly, and he still didn't get
out of his chair. "Are you calling me a cheat?"
The big guy looked him up and down again
and said, "Yeah, I guess that's just about it."
He might have been planning to say something
more, but he never got it out because Kirk threw
the table in my lap and leaped at the guy with his
fists flying. By the time I got up off the floor Sales
was down with his mouth all bloody. Kirk stood
back and let the big guy get up and then he flew
into him again, punching short, two hard ones
up at his face . Sales fought back, but Kirk was
inside the swing of his arms, going like a b~%
saw. The big guy went down again, and this
time he seemed to know when he was welloff, because he stayed t h ere until Kirk
had picked up his money and walked out of the
tent. Then he stood up, a little wobbly, and muttered something about being fouled, None of us
said anything, so he went out, holding his handkerchief against his bleeding face.
About three days later someone took a shot at
Kirk when we were on our way to the river. Of
course, it might have been an accident- the shot
came from a clump of bamboo about two hundred
yards from the road, and someone might have been
hunting, but we didn't hang around to find out.
The bullet had put a hole in a towel Kirk had
slung over his shoulder. He looked at the hole in
his towel for a long time, but he didn't say anything. When we got back to camp we asked
around, and no one had seen Sales that afternoon.
After that, Kirk began to carry his carbine around
with him, and he didn't leave the strip very often.
The next night, when Kirk came off shift, he
found the photographs of his wife and baby girl
torn to shreds and scattered around his tent. Noone knew anything about it, but Sales hadn't been
at the movie that night, and he wasn't on shift.
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By this time one of those men should have been
transferred to a different field, but the commanding officer was new, and didn't know any of the
fellows. I guess he didn't hear about it, or else
he just didn't do anything. I don't see how he
could have missed it. Kirk wasn't speaking to anyone when he didn't have to- he wasn't even
playing poker. No one was having anything to
do with Sales, but we sure kept our eyes on him.
Just about then they lowered the points again
and I left for Calcutta. I had to wait around for
a few weeks before I could get on a passenger list,
but I finally made the grade and found myself on
a converted banana boat with about five thousand
other men, bound for San Francisco. We had been
at sea for six or seven days when I ran into Valdez, one of the guys from Myitkyina. The first
thing I asked him was about the feud. He told me
that nothing had happened after I left. Kirk had
gotten quieter, if possible, and spent most of his
time writing long letters to his wife, never any
poker. Then the station had been closed, and all
of the personnel flew to Calcutta to await shipment. "As a matter of fact," Valdez said, "Kirk
and Sales are both on the ship." That really
startled me. It's easy enough to spend a week
on a troop ship without seeing one particular man,
but I figured that my chances should have been
pretty good to spot one of the three. Valdez was
in Kirk's compartment and said that Kirk didn't
go up on deck very much, but just stuck to his
11

bunk, reading or writing letters, quiet as ever. He
didn't know about Sales, had just seen him in the
chow line one morning.
The next evening I saw Sales up on deck with
his blanket. A lot of the men slept on deck to
escape the heat in the compartments, but the steel
plates were too hard for my back. Sales saw me
and came over to the rail where I was smoking a
cigarette. He gave me the big hello, but I didn't
even nod at him. Then he asked me if I'd seen
Kirk. I just said, no, and turned away. That
was the last time I ever saw him.
Two days later I went down to Valdez' compartment and I found him in a poker game. Kirk
was playing. We said hello and shook hands
and then he made room for me in the game. We
were right in the middle of a big pot when the
loudspeaker blared, "Now hear this: Sergeant
William B. Sales -lay up to the troop commander's office." I looked at Kirk. He was looking
at .his cards. I looked at Valdez, · and he ·just
shrugged. The game went on and about an hour
later the loudspeaker blared again. "Now hear
this. Anyone knowing the whereabouts of William B. Sales, lay up to the troop commander's
office." Valdez and I looked at Kirk. He pushed
a five dollar bill into the center of the table.
"Call," he said. Some other guy threw his cards
down in disgust. He had a pair of fives. Kirk
showed a pair of aces and reached for the money.
"My pot," he said.

Choose This Fine Profession Now"

"Hinckley!" shouted the captain from his office,
and when there was no immediate answer,
"Hinc~ley, c'm 'ere!"
"Yes, sir," said the clerk, getting up and stepping to the captain's door. He wished the captain
would wait at least until he finished figuring out
the morning report before striking up one of his
one-sided conversations.
The captain pushed his chair back from the
desk with difficulty and hoisted his beer-belly from
the chair slowly, grunting as he did so. "Hinckley,
did you hear the radio this morning?" he asked,
waving his hand in the general direction of the
company radio on his desk. "Five million unemployed. More of 'em every day. Why you guys
'TRINI'TY REVIEW
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want to get out I can't feature. Things are rough
on the outside. Guys are beggin' to get back in.
You better re-enlist." He waddled to th~ door,
pausing as he left to say, 'Tll be up to the Officers'
Club having a cup of coffee if the major wants to
know where I am. Sign my name on the morning report."
"Yessir," said the clerk and turned back to the
typewriter.
Such is the standard re-enlistment speech set
forth by the army today. All the speeches, all
the radio programs, all the pamphlets, all the
advertising which is thrown at us from all directions use this one theme: "You never had it
so good," telling us so in such a variety of
Seven

ways that we are almost convinced that they
are talking about many kinds of advantages.
They tell it to the men in the army, they tell it
to the veterans, and they tell it loud and long to
the civilians, hoping to catch some unwary fish
in the net.
The results of this intensive $3,000,000 oneyear campaign have now been published. In the
year since October 1945 there have been 992,648
"voluntary enlistments," or an average of about
80,000 a month. This is indeed an impressive
total, which, in the words of Major General Witsell, the Adjutant General, "makes it certain that
the million-man mark will be reached this month,
a remarkable achievement." We can only agree
that this is a lot of men, and it would seem to
prove that the campaign had been a success.
However, let us look at the various types of
enlistment. There are two broad divisions- the
short and the long hitch. Forty-nine per cent of
these one million enlistments are for one or one
and a half years, or a short term. Those who
signed up under this plan were of two kinds: one,
those who decided to wait to get out until things
were more settled "on the outside"; the other, the
young men who had been in the army less than six
months. After doing some quick mathematical.
calculations, they signed up for a year, knowing
they would get out at the end of a year anyway
instead of perhaps two years, perhaps eighteen
months. These men will not sign over again, be-
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cause they used the syst~m as a method of being
sure of getting out at a definite time, if not sooner
than by automatic discharge. In a statement surprisingly candid for the army, General Witsell
said that their manpower problem was solved only
momentarily. Two hundred and seven thousand
of those who enlisted for a short time will be
discharged by the end of June 1947, the others at
the latest, early in 1948. This will cut their volunteer force in half. Thus the army must continue
to enlist at least forty thousand men a month to
replace these, not to speak of the three-year men,
whose enlistments will begin to run out in 1948
as well.
Now that the first flurry of post-war hysteria is
over and those who are easily convinced have
sign~d ~p, enlistments will drop off. The mathematical chances of this remarkable success keeping
up are slim, because the most fruitful source has
been drained.
Of the 500,000 who signed up for three years'
service, we can subtract the 150,000 prewar components who would naturally stay in to sweat
out their time. Even if we do not mention the
men who were pushed into re-enlisting, this leaves
only five per cent of the potential man-power, to
give a liberal figure, who fell under the spell of
a salary at least three times higher than the prewar figure.
The campaign from the first was based on the
uncertainty of the future alone. In barracks,
PX's, and latrines the country over, the signs
~ppeared - "SOLDIER, what's your future?"
with the usual pencil scrawl uader it, "Not in the
army, Mac." Officers with unblemished records
as mess sergeants for twenty-five years gave lectures as living examples of what the army had
done for them, emphasizing that they were now
on Easy Street. Pamphlet after pamphlet appeared
pointing out that the private actually gets more
real income than a civilian earning $3000 a year.
Officers would tell their men in the secrecy of the
Information and Education lecture that there was
going to be a depression within two years, in fact
it; was already with us, and anyway, there was
going to be a war with Russia soon, so we might
as well get in on the ground floor where the gravy
was. When a man began wondering whether his
farm would support him and went in to have a
friendly talk with his enlistment officer, the heat
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was put on. Gently but firmly all the advantages
which had been accumulated for the benefit of a
civilian army were led forth, and an impressive
display it was. Not only, he was reminded, was
he given his own food, clothing, and spending
money, but his wife and children got their cut too.
In fact, when you stopped to think of it, he was
obligated to stay in if the army asked him. When
he finally retired, he was given four years of col·
lege on the army. What had started out as the
thanks of a grateful nation to its amateur soldiers
turned out to be the property of the Regular
Army as a spur for recruiting.
Young & Rubicam, the advertising company

T ransgressio Pelegrini

which undertook the job of making the army look
attractive, must have broken several promising
young men by attempting to get convincing copy
from them. They forgot that once people have:
tested a product, it goes on its own merits to a
great extent. Their market knew from three or
four long years' experience just what the product
was like, and they stayed away in droves. Until
the army offered some respect for its enlisted men,
and until the job was respected by civilians, the
material advantages would not outweigh the
spiritual loss. While individual liberty was sup•
pressed, no amount of security in the Finest Job
in the World could make it worth while.

- Harold W . Gleason, Jr.

Once upon a time, many cen-turies ago, and but of his birth. This omnipresent, immutable fact,
shortly after the Planet Earth was destroyed by together with various myths and lore concerning
her own scientists, there was a period when the the historical visit to Obmil of King Noda's son
bright star Sunev was completely covered by and his ultimate Inundation by force, had an·
water. Completely, that is, except for three enor· ciently occasioned a great religious movement,
mous islands, which though shrouded from each which had culminated in the establishment of two
other and from the rest of the world by eternal rival cults- Nodaism and Natasism. And these
mists, were in actuality situated in a thoroughly two philosophies, by nature antagonistic to one
sunny and temperate clime. The largest .of these another, had continued to this day, permeating the
islands was called Obmil, and it was populatedby entire culture of Obmil with their values and
a race known as Nem. Because of the heavy mists, mores.
Now there was at this time living in one of
as well as the impossibility of navigating the per•
petually raging sea surrounding their island, the Obmil's great cities a young man named Sadim.
Nem were not very well informed about the other Sadim was a student at the university there, and
two; in fact, many of them denied their very a most unusual scholar he was. By birth a nat~·
existence. It was popularly supposed, however, rally brilliant and assiduous youth, he had
that the Red Isle was to be called Laab, and ruled achieved the highest honours in learning through·
by a King Natas; the Golden Isle known as Nede, out his academic career. His knowledge of the
and governed by a King Noda.
humanities was renowned throughout the island,
Now, the inhabitants of Obmil might never and his university studies in those sciences had
have concerned themselves with the Scarlet and proved to be of the greatest value to himself and
the Golden Isles, were it not for one singular his instructors.
event in the life of each of them which touched
It came to pass that a week before he was to
very succinctly upon this great geographical mys· leave the university and enter the world, he was
tery. Titled Inundation, it occurred in this wise: called to the room of Satirev, the Chief Professor
that at the age of one hundred, indeed upon the of the University.
"Sadim," said the Professor, "your work at this
hundredth birthday, of each male and female
N am, an irresistible force led him down to the university has far surpassed that of all your fellow
edge of the turbulent sea, whereupon without students. Your study of philosophy has proved
apparent compunction or retrospection he threw of such value that even your instructors are grate•
himself in, and was never again seen on the island ful to you. Now, as the Chief Professor of this
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.university, I am ' empowered to bestow' each year
upon the brightest and best of our scholars what·
· ever he ma:y desire in this Obmilian life. What,
then, my son, is it that you most desire as a reward
for your assiduity?"
"Father Satirev," replied the youthful scholar,
"for thirty years I have studied every field of
Obmilian experience and endeavour. I have
examined our works and our institutions, our arts
and our sciences, our greatest thoughts and our
noblest thinkers. From all my study I have con·
cluded that the race of N em can never discover
happiness with a religion, without a faith in some
eternal verity which can support each N am from
the moment he is washed up upon our shores
until his final Inundation. Therefore, honoured
Chief Professor, I beg that I be granted the gift
of faith, which, with all my learning, I have never
been able to acquire of myself."
"Of all the requests which I have heard during
my many years as the bestower," .answered Saritev, "surely yours is at once the simplest and most
complex. Yet even as gift has been earned, so
shall it be yours. But one further question I ask
of you. In all the history of piety and erudition

There stood a stone
Before the sea,
Tall, strong, and bold,
That beat back the
Angry waves while I,
Yet in infancy,
Watched the deed through
Eyes filled with wonderNow the proud rock
Lies shattered like
Particles of sand,
Fallen before the ocean,
Even as my own limbs
Lie amid the dust
Of time now past.

-Ulysses Paul.

'Ten

upon this island, only two religious ·faiths have
been revealed unto us. The one is Natasisin, the
worship of · the Self; the other, Nodaism, the
religion of the Other-than-Self. Which, my son,
would you be given?"
"Long have I pondered upon the nature of the ,
True Faith," replied Sadim, "and even now it is
the one question in my mind, the one unsolved
riddle of my education. Indeed, it is the very
perplexity of this enigma which moves me to ask
that another relieve it. Yet I have found from
my learning that the following of Natas has most
often profited its adherents in this life upon Obmil.
Surely it appears to be the intellectual faith, for
its standards are of N am and can be traced
thereto; and therefore, both in theory and in
practice, it would seem to be the one practicable
cult of our race. I have observed that our race
has occupied the greatest part of its history in
crime, cruelty, hatred and war, which are surely
the traditional virtues of King Natas; whilst those
qualities attributed to King Nodas have ever been
suppressed and minimi~ed by our people. There•
fore, venerable Chief Professor, I beseech you to
grant me the faith of Natas the King."
"You have spoken well, 0 Sadim my son, and
I hope that your reward will be great. Because I
am of pure science, I know not what your decision
will yield. Yet by virtue of the authority in me
vested, I bestow upon you the gift of faith in
Natas."
The good Chief Professor withdrew then from
his bosom a scarlet ribbon, from which hung the
figure of an ox. "As long as this scapular hangs
around your neck, you shall have always the faith
of Natas." He clapped his hands then, and a man
of Sadim's exact image appeared before them.
"This will be your Spirit, Named. He will accompany you wherever you go, and always defend
you in the religion of Natas. Depart now in
peace, and may the happiness of belief be ever
with you and comfort you." And Sadim and
Named walked forth into the world together.
And so it came to pass that during the fourth
decade of his life, Sadim began the practice of the
Natasian religion. As he had seventy years to do
so before his ultimate Inundation, which Named
described to him as utter oblivion, he consulted
with the Oracle at Sinrac to discover his obligations to N atas. Here Sadim was told that he must
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concentrate each decade upon some Laabian Virtue, accomplishing the same with the utmost dili~
gence and sincerity. And upon the last day of
each decade, he was told by the Oracle, he was
to visit some Nodaistic church in company with
his Spirit, the better to observe the superior character of his own cult.
And so it was that from his thirtieth until his
fortieth year, Sadim discharged the first requirement of the Natasian creed, which was the practice of the Virtue of Lust. He discovered for
himself the ineffable joys of riotous living. Nomed,
his spirit, provided all manner of entertainment
for him. He became acquainted for the first time
with wine, and its delightful introduction to
unreality and sensualism. And every woman he
desired was induced to lay and cavort with him,
through the mediations of the ever-present Named.
For ten years Sadim rejoiced again and again in
the pleasures of his Joins and the u.t ter gratification of his senses.
And on the tenth year of his lust, Sadim was
told one day by his companion: "Master, forget
not that to fulfill the obligations of our holy religion we are required to observe and compare the
relative qualities of the Nodaists, in order that we
may re-affirm our conviction in the Lord King
Natas,"
Now, if the truth be told, Sadim was at the
moment of this suggestion too carried away by
drink to protest at this seeming intrusion. Named,
then, suffered little difficulty in leading him to a
Nodaist church, wherein a religious service was in
progress. As Named pointed, Sadim observed a
steward of Noda pouring water upon the head of
an infant Nam.
"These N odaists," N omed explained, "believe
that they are regenerating that infant from the
worship of Self, and especially from impurity, as
we find it in Holy Lust. Yet how can that be, if
the child is not possessed of the reason required to
make this decision against Laab?"
Sadim nodded his head in puzzlement, and knelt
down at the back of the church with his Self.
"Glory be to Thee, 0 Natas," they prayed
together.
During the fifth decade of his life, Samid
devoted his existence to Gluttony. From every
corner of the island, Named brought him rich
presents of succulent meats and dainty confections.
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Sadim spent most of his time at the table, apd
seemed never satisfied with the heaping plates of
delectable food which his faithful Spirit placed
before him. By the end of the ten years, Sadim
had grown quite stout and bilious, and was a bit
petulant when Named reminded him of his duty
to compare his lot with that of the infidel Nodaists. For the second time they visited together a
Nodaist church; and this time they found a Chief
Steward placing his hands upon the brows of some
Obmilian boys and girls. "This purports to renew
the graces endued by the first ceremony. But
though reason has come to these children, surely
the race of Nem is essentially fallible. What right
have they to presume that this promise can destroy
such a virtue as Blessed Gluttony?" Sadim could
not answer, and thus joined with his Spirit in
singing "Blessed be Thou, 0 N atas."
The sixth decade of his life Sadim consecrateq
to the accumulation of large quantities of tip,
which was the medium of exchange on Obmil. He
was never so happy as when he was collecting tin
from a transaction with a fellow Nam. During
the daylight hours he would accomplish the looting
of others' treasuries by every manner of cunning
and deceit; by night he would count his gains
with glee, and be always about arranging the little
blocks of tin in huge piles. On his tenth year,
Named led him back to the Nodaist church, where
a young man and woman were standing before a
steward. "He is instructing them that they are
to become one flesh, to love and obey and forget
Self until they are Inundated. But if our Obmilian currency be tin, how can any but fools
promise to do such great service without pay?
Certainly this is the antithesis of Sanctified
Avarice, and a very poor opposite at that." Sadim,
incredulous at this folly, made the Sign of the Ox
and devoutly joined with his Spirit in the
ejaculation, "Praise ye King N atas."
The next ten years Sadim spent almost entirely
in his couch, making Named run all his errands
for him. The bed's warm, comfortable embrace
shielded him completely from the occasional
jousts with the heretic Nodaists, and he was
enabled to dream happy dreams of his Self, of its
importance and its past and future glories. It was
only with difficulty that Named, who slept by his
side, was able to revive him on the tenth year to
visit the Nodaist shrine and review their aposta-
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sies in progress. This time, the Chief Steward
was present again, and they found him engaged
in laying his hands upon the heads of several
young men who were dressed in Stewards' togas.
''These youths," commented Nomed, "are dedicating their lives to the active service of Noda
and the suppression of Self. And yet note the
sparseness of the congregation. Surely that is
proof abounding of the futility of this vocation,
which is so contrary to Divine Sloth." And they
sank to their knees and began to pray, "Our
N atas, Who art in Laab - "
The decade following his seventieth birthday
Sadim devoted to the joy of Anger. He took great
delight in expressing caustic criticism and biting
insults, and exercised much ingenuity in speaking
his. hatred toward fellow N em and his annoyance
at inanimate objects. Never was he so contented
as when he could give vent to his tremendous
vocabulary of curses, or break objects in an
ecstatic rage. Nomed was obliged to interrupt an
extraordinary burst of wrath against Noda one
morning in order to lead him to his discipline at
the Nodaist church. There they discovered a man
in one box describing his failures to a Steward
sitting in another. "They believe that their Noda
will forgive them for trespassing against his instructions. And yet we know that they will go out
and do these things all over again. If they had
their sense about them, they would ignore the
Peace they get from this, develop Celestial Anger
against their Noda, and go out and follow the
dictates of their Selves." Sadim nodded apoplectically and muttered with his Spirit, "Glory be to
the Natas, and to the Laab-"
The virtue of envy occupied Sadim in his ninth
decade, and he permitted no opportunity to pass
without desiring for his Self the glories of Obmilian civilization. No report about some Nam's
blessings, achievements or gains could be brought
to him by Nomed without his sensuous vexation's
being aroused. He was more than content to wish
for the materials and objects of N em's life, and
his greatest joy was in begrudging the success of
others. On the last day of the tenth year he accompanied Nomed to the Nodaist church, and found
himself even envying for his own religion the
solemn liturgy which was in progress. "In this
ceremony," explained his Spirit, "they are pretending to discard Sacred Envy in the act of
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supremely loving their Noda, and recetvmg the·
token of his sacrifice for them. It is, as you see, a
preposterous assumption: if Noda were a true
Natas and had created Nem in his image, why
should he cause himself pain because of their
infidelities? And why should the Nem prefer his
love to the love of their Selves?" Sadim clucked
bemusedly, and the couple left the church chanting "I believe in Natas, the Father Almighty-"
In his final decade of Obmilian life, Sadim
devoted himself to practicing Pride, the easiest
and yet most stimulating of the N atasian virtues,
because he was physically and emotionally exhausted from the consummation of the other
Graces. His delight lay in comparing his Self and
its accomplishments on Obmil to those of others,
especially the Nodaists. He would be entertained
for hours by Nomed's recitation of his virtues and
material achievements. And so it was with much
condescension that he accompanied his Spirit,
late in the afternoon of his last day on Obmil to
the edge of the sea, toward which was walking a
Nam of serene visage. The Nam was accompanied by a Steward, who was applying oils to
his forehead and encouraging him about Inundation. "Since we know that he can do nothing but
sink to the bottom, this seems particularly futile,
unless, of course," and here N omed winked
broadly, "the Steward is helping him to slide
through the water more quickly! Were this
Nodaist a more sensible person, he would throw
off his vain humility, and embrace himself against
nothingness with the final pleasure of Hallowed
Pride." Sadim had smiled contemptuously, Oxed
himself, and was preparing to utter his final
ascription, "Natas, have no mercy upon me,"
when an extraordinary event took place.
As the Steward was waving farewell to his
Nodaist, and the Nam himself poised on the edge
of the sea, a clap of thunder pealed in the sky
and all at once a great wind came up. In a second
the sea was divided, and a bath appeared between
the waves. As Sadim watched, the path extended
itself far out into the sea, even to the first mist;
and when it reached the mist, the mist rose high
in the heavens, revealing a flaming scarlet island
in the midst of the waters.
"Look away, Sidam, look away," screamed the
Spirit Nomed tugging at· his sleeve. "This is a
mirage, a sacrilege which the Stewards have
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manufactured for their Nem. Look away, I tell
you."
But Sadim was unable to withdraw his gaze
from the Scarlet Isle. He watched as the Nodaist
stumbled blindly, haltingly toward the insular
Laab. Finally the Nam reached the far shore,
and as he climbed up it, an enormous crimson
cloud appeared, completely obscuring his figure
from view. Almost instantly, the cloud itself was
replaced again by the mists; but in the moment
between, Sadim saw his Self reflected in sharp
relief against the cloud.
For the first time he was not pleased with his
reflection. The ugly being in the cloud went
through many loathesome convolutions. First he
debased himself, and parts of his body took on
grotesque shapes; then his belly became distended,
and he became smothered with serpentine viands
and oily liquids; then little tin insects began to
bite at his flesh, leaving large· bloody rents; then
the figure was attacked by bales of down, and
struggled to keep from suffocation; then enormous
furrows appeared on its brow, and its spleen burst
forth from the skin; then its eyes widened to
great, massive spheroids, and its arms lengthened
and thrashed about its feet; and then, finally, its
heart shot out its mouth, and fell shrivelled into
the sea.
"Sadim, look away, I tell you," shrieked
Nomed, beating him about the face. "You must
not watch this wicked spectacle- Natas will
surely punish you with eternal life on Obmil if
you persist. Look away for a moment- your
time is almost up - you will soon be nothing."
But Sadim had made a decision. "No, No~ed,
this is not a mirage : this is a depiction of me and

Powerdive

-H. P. Reed, Jr.

The drone of thirty twin-engined bombers filled
the blue French sky and the skeins of sun-bleached
cloud - blissfully unaware of their monstrous
companions - unwound their threads in the
bright clean air. The sound rolled over the ground,
poured onto the airfield in waves, and bounced
back and forth between the drab brown tents, the
full green trees at the edge of the field, the parked
planes and the long, low stacks of waiting bombs.
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you, my Self. For lo, these seventy years, we have
deliberately followed N atas and fought against
N oda. And yet I am persuaded that N ede is not
a fiction of the Stewards, but a fact. And though
by my Natasic virtues I am ineligible for the
reward of the Nodaists, yet I hope that I may
receive my recompense in Laab. And lastly," and
here Sadim pulled violently at the Ox which hung
from his neck, and despite the kicks and bruises
which Nomed rained upon his body, wrenched it
from him, "and lastly, because I can see now that
it is Noda who has given me the opportunity to
worship him, and I have not; because it is Noda
who has shown me the seven-fold graces to save
myself, and I have not; because it is Noda who
has offered me happiness instead of oblivion at
the very brink of my Inundation -because of
these things, I love N oda above all things, even
my Self."
And as Sadim severed the scarlet cord from his
neck, his Spirit Nomed suddenly turned black;
when he cast the Ox into the waves, his Self
crumbled int.o a little pile of dust, and disappeared
into the ground beneath him. And all at once,
the sea opened the path to Laab, and in the distance Sadim could see that it led from Laab to
N ede. And the mists lifted and Sadim perceived
another Isle, a golden one, upon which stood a
dazzling figure with arms outstretched. And as
Sadim fell upon his hands and knees and began to
crawl toward the path which extended from th~
shore of Obmil, a great voice came out of the sky,
saying: "Faith, hope and charity- these three.
Well done, thou good and faithful servant. Thou
are again my well-beloved son, in whom I am
well pleased. Blessed is he that cometh in my
name, and great will be his reward_in Nede."

It was heard casually by a swarm of drab clad
men working at the thousand routine tasks which
are so necessary to the life of an airfield but so
deadening to the soul of a man - polishing buttons, filling gas tanks, digging latrines, loading
bombs into the gaping maws of waiting machines.
After hearing great flights of bombers - hundreds
and .sometimes thousands - go. and · come several
times a day for several years, the return of thirty
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twin-Emgined bombers was not an exciting affair
- merely what happened when they went out on
a mission. And if one of them did not return,
instead of being sorry that it did not get back from
the blood and fire which it had mixed, they swore
at it for not coming back and for destroying the
comfortable, thoughtless routine of the airfield.
The crew that serviced it -that nursed it as if it
were an infant or an ailing grandmother cursed it with especial vehemence because it was
left without a baby, and because a new ship must
be weaned and broken in with work - work work.
The drone of thirty twin-engined bombers deepened to a steady roar as they drew nearer the field
and began breaking up into groups. Each group
stretched out into a single line of planes which
- one by one - dropped noses to the end of
the runway and rolled confidently d9wn its length
of hard white concrete.
But one plane remained in the sky - much
higher than the others had been - and kept circling around the field like an eagle cautiously scanning its lofty nest before returning to rest.
"Hey, look at that guy up there, he's going
higher and higher!"
"Yea, I wonder if anything is wrong?"
"Oh, it's probably some weather plane making
a check."
"But it came back with the mission - and look!
-it's going higher and higher- must be at
12,000 feet already!"
Someone rushed out of the radio room Operations - and shouted to another building.
"Hey Warren, 'Seven-Eleven' has its horizontal
elevators frozen - flak - and they're going to
bail out when they come over the field next time."
The cry was picked up by a watcher, and five
minutes later hundreds of avidly curious eyes
stared skywards as a crew of seven jumped from a
plane crippled at 12,000 feet. Hundreds of curious, callous, joking eyes watched seven little puffs
of . white blossom in the frigid air above ten
thousand feet; they watched the descent of seven
men who had jumped into a vast emptiness of two
vacuous miles and had known only that the folded
white silk on their backs was designed to stop
such a quicksilver fall as theirs. From the moment
they jumped until they disappeared behind the
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trees at the far edge of the field, they were
watched by men who wondered at them and halfenvied the courage it had taken to leap from
the plane.
Someone came out of Operations and said,
"Flynn set the automatic pilot before he jumped.
She'll probably drop in the Channel!"
But suddenly the tiny speck in the sky changed
its direction and circled toward the airfield known
as x-51. It circled toward the field as if it kne~
where it was going - like a homing pigeon returning to its roost. It was pilotless and crewless nothing to guide it but chance - and men began
thinking about where chance would direct it As
it came closer and closer, it mounted higher and
higher, and by the time it was above us it was
more than 15,000 feet in the air - still going
higher and still circling.
The eyes of the curious - with a glint of fear
- watched the strange pilotless craft. Men began
to look for places to hide - because the circling
plane was doomed to fall. It was somewhat the
same feeling that a man must have when he stands
- waiting - before a firing squad.
Without warning- when "Seven-Eleven" was
directly over the squadron area with its munitions
dump and gasoline storage tanks- it hit a
"pocket" and tried to climb straight up by its
nose. The engines screamed under the unnatural
strain; they roared and whined with an uneven,
chilling noise, and "Seven-Eleven" rolled over
onto her back and began rocketting out of the
sky to the squadron area beneath. Men watched
the fall begin - they stared - knowing, yet unbelieving - watching, wanting to run, yet paralyzed with an unholy fear of what was about to
happen. They began running - violently panicky - yelling and pushing and shoving and when they looked up at "Seven-Eleven" they
changed direction and began running another
way. The unguided demon was revolving and
twisting and turning - it was following everyone
everywhere he went - and the scream of the
unleashed engines of the spinning missle pierced
to the core of every soul within hearing. The
scream of the engines intensified the fall of the
plane and a boiling fear in the chest of every man.
Men kept running - oblivious of the fact that
they were merely going in circles- going
nowhere and escaping nothing. And "Seven-
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Eleven" dropped from 15,000 to 10,000 ~ 5,000
- 3,000-2,000 feet, coming closer and closer
with every heartbeat. At one thousand feet, when
most men had stopped running to fall flat in the
dirt - when men were trembling with their faces
buried to the ears in mud - when prayers had
been said and resignations made - wild, unleashed
"Seven-Eleven" slipped onto one wing and skidded

out beyond the squadron area to make a perfect
crash-landing on its belly. It didn't explode or
catch fire or do any damage to anything but itself.
But it landed fifty feet from an anti-aircraft battery tent, and a man - awakening from a deep
sleep because of the noise - walked out, saw the
furious machine racing toward him one hundred
feet away, and dropped dead from heart failure.

Well-Rounded Education
By a well-rounded education I mean one which
is well proportioned and well balanced, in terms
of standards adapted to the needs of the modern
world. I like to compare a well-rounded education to a well-appointed dinner and everything
that the term implies- the aesthetically satisfying environment with its flowers and candles, the:
congenial company and interesting conversation,
the piece de resistance and supporting dishes, the
appe~ers, stimulants, and so on. Every one of
the elements which contributes to a well-appointed
dinner has its counterpart in a well-rounded
education.
It might be intex:esting to discuss all of these
counterparts, but I shall confine my remarks first
to a consideration of the place of science in a
well-rounded education and secondly to a proposal
which would, I believe, supply those elements
now lacking in education which correspond to
appetizers and stimulants.
.
Opinion on the place of science in education
has gone through many changes during the past
twenty-five centuries. Plato and the other great
philosophers of Ancient Greece considered the
study of science and mathematics to be essential
to the education of the leaders of a nation. During
the Middle Ages, seven subjects were prescribed
for higher education, namely, the trivium of
grammar, logic, and rhetoric, and the quadrivium
of music (harrpony), arithmetic, geometry and
astronomy. Later, when the term "liberal education" came into general use to denote the
education proper to a free man, in a society which
consisted largely of slaves and serfs, higher education included all the sciences and all the
mathematics of the time. Thus, during the periods
when it was possible for one man to master uni'TRIN.I'TY REVIEW
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versa! knowledge, the study of science and
mathematics formed the major part of higher
educatton; and languages and litera,ture were
considered subjects proper for lower schools.

As the fields of knowledge grew in number and
extent, and the study within each. field increased
in intensity,' and as national languages and literatures assumed greater importance, liberal education in the sense of universal knowledge became
impossible. Sciences were gradually eased out of
a liberal education; languages and literature were
elevated to the status of college and university
subjects, and the classical languages were made
the principal media of liberal education.
Educators of the Nineteenth Century went
further. They came to regard science as subversive of the ideals of liberal education, and
discouraged the expansion of the study of science
in schools and colleges. Some university authori- ,
ties even refused to consider a scientific school as
a legitimate part of a university. This attitude
was fostered partly by_professional jealousy, partly
by the confounding of science with technology
and partly by the conflict between science and
religion.
Thus education was bifurcated and separated
into scientific and non-scientific spheres. Furthermore, non-scientific subjects were given such
emotive titles as the "humanities" and "cultural
subjects," which created the impression that
science possessed little or no human and cultural
values. As a consequence, the overwhelming
majority of persons in control of government,
industry, finance, public opinion, and education
continued to remain ignorant of science and
untouched by the scientific spirit, in an age of
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expanding education and growmg sctentific
achievements.
Now science occupies an honorable position in
our institutions of higher learning; but boys and
girls continue to graduate in great numbers from
schools, colleges and universities practically unsullied, shall we say, by contact with science.
Recent academic reports on education pay high
tribute to science; but end by recommending that
college students take one or two courses in science,
in the apparent belief that a flower or two will
bring spring. In discussions on education, the
terms "liberal education," the "humanities," the
"Great Tradition," and the "liberal arts" are still
used, with no reference to the great achievements
of science in creating new values and traditions,
in Ilberating man from the tyranny of nature and
of his own superstitions, and in placing in the
hands of man the power to shape his own destiny.
Most educators would probably admit that
modern science has given man a new and broader
conception of the universe and his place in it;
that it has revolutionized not merely his mode of
living but his entire philosophy of life; that, since
the inauguration of the scientific method by Galileo three centuries ago, practically all important
new philosophical ideas have come through science
directly or indirectly. Yet it would appear, from
the science requirements for graduation, that the
study of science is still considered a luxury for
school children, ·and a fleeting contact with
science is regarded as sufficient to round out the
education of college students.
Serious students of world affairs often deplore
the gulf separating science from societology* and
ascribe the ills of the world to the fact that the
former has forged ahead while the latter has
lagged far behind. But they take a fatalistic
position, and satisfy themselves with the facile
explanation that societology progresses more
slowly than science because the greater number
of variables involved in it makes it a far more
difficult subject.
This explanation does not distinguish· between
societology and the application of its principles to
the solution qf social problems. The latter is very
*This term is used here to denote social
sciences and other subjects dealing with social
problems.
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difficult to accomplish, to be sure; but societology
itself is incomparably easier than a subject like
mathematical physics. Progress in societology,
that is, in the theory of social relations, could be
accelerated by the application of the scientific
method which has proved of great value to such
widely different subjects as astronomy and biology.
However, if the gulf which separates science
and technology from societology and the social
order is to be bridged, the scientific method must
be thoroughly understood by students of social
problems and the scientific point of view must
be implanted among the educated public. If
there is any validity to this view, then the conclusion that some comprehension of science and
of the scientific point of view is essential to the
education of college students becomes inescapable.
Yet the present requirements for graduation from
schools and colleges are such that the majority of
college students cannot obtain the minimum
amount of scientific training necessary for that
comprehension.
The average freshman enters college with little
or no knowledge of science, its concepts, and its
terminology. Consequently he finds science
courses irksome and difficult. He has to spend
much time and energy on learning new terms and
symbols, as in a beginning course in a foreign
language, with the added handicap of having to
try to understand the strange concepts which the
unfamiliar symbols represent. Therefore he avoids
science courses. Furthermore, the student who is
majoring in a science finds that the demands on
his time made by other subjects are too great to
permit him to take more than the minimum
amount of science required for graduation.
This situation can not be changed as it should
be unless and until the elements of science are
taught gradually and continuously in all of the
grades of school, like English and mathematics.
It is possible to strengthen the scientific element
of the education of college students, however, by
arranging college curricula so as to make more
time available for the study of science. To this.
end, I would suggest introducing a requirement
of summer reading, dropping the degree requirement of foreign languages, and reducing the
lengths of some courses from six to three semester
hours.
Trinity College offers now a Reading Course,
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which is taken by only a few students as one of
their regular courses. Such a course could be
made mandatory for all students and spread over
the three "college" summers.
A foreign language is a valuable tool for those
who make use of it. Unfortunately, however,
most students do not acquire sufficient facility in
the foreign languages which they study; neither
do they have the opportunity to use them. They
have no incentive for the study except that of
having to satisfy a degree requirement. To them,
the study of a foreign language does not go beyond the tiresome process of learning new wordsymbols for old and familiar concepts. So far as
they are concerned, the time devoted to the study
of a foreign language could be spent to better.
advantage by taking courses in which they meet
with new ideas and concepts. One incidental
result of the abandonment of the foreign language
requirement would be the improvement of the
classroom performance of those who have an
incentive to study languages.
Opinions differ as to what courses could be
adequately presented in a period of three semester
hours. But an objective criterion could be fo\ind
for deciding this question. I suggest the following:
if the text used in a course can be read profitably
by the average student without attending classes,
then the subject can be presented adequately for
students who take the course in order to broaden
their educational base.
For providing some of the elements of education
which correspond to the appetizers and stimulants
of a well appointed dinner, I suggest that we provide for all college students a series of about one
hundred and twenty lectures, or one lecture a

week during the four college years, under the
following conditions:
The series of lectures should cover a wide range
and touch on almost all fields of knowledge.
The object of each lecture should be not to
transmit factual knowledge; it should rather bring
out the philosophical or aesthetic aspects of a subject, arouse interest, stimulate the mind, give new
points of view, and broaden the mental horizon.
As examples of subjects contemplated for the lectures on science, I suggest "What Constitutes a
Science?" "The Scientific Method," "The Mathematical and the Scientific Concepts of Truth."
Each lecture should be self-contained and finished so that the order in which it appears in the
series is of no great importance.
The lecturers, those from among the members
of the college faculty, as well as those from outside
the college, should be selected on the basis of their
ability to arouse and hold the interest of the
audience.
Not more than a very few of the lectures should
be delivered by any one person.
Students should be required to attend a certain
number of the lectures during a given term, but
should not be required to do any work in connection with them.
A small Faculty committee should be in charge
of planning the series and selecting the lecturers.
At least one member of the committee should
attend each lecture for the purpose of appraising
its effectiveness.
Such a series of lectures would have a profound
effect on the intellectual atmosphere of the college,
would fill some of the gaps in the education of the
students, and would go a long way toward rounding out their education.

The Lady Butcher of Temple
Did I ever tell you about the lady butcher I met
in France? Now there was a woman who could
make us forget the war!
I laughed the first time I saw Marie. When a
G. I. goes into a butcher shop, even in France, he
doesn't expect to find a delicate little doll slamming
a meat cleaver through a particularly grisley leg
of veal. It was the first time I had laughed since
our recent landing in France. There was some-
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-William A. Stu.dwell.

thing so incongruous about Marie, there, in a
blood-smeared apron, handing a newspaper
wrapped package to a customer. When she
directed her coquettish eyes at me and asked, "Et
vous, monsieur? Vous voulez, ... " my response
was impeded by the laughter still bubbling up i'l
my throat.
"Vous avez du biffteck, mademoiselle?"
Marie smiled coyly as she extended a piece of
Seventeen

choice beef for my approval: Then she deftly
sli~ed it into the quantity I signified with all my
fingers. I smiled back, told her it looked "tres
bon," paid over the francs she scribbled on the
· newspaper, and said "Merci, mam 'selle," as I
started to leave. The butcher lady's voice tinkled
after me as I shut the glassless door behind me.
"Monsieur G.l., ce n'est pas madmoiselle, c'est
madame. Madame David, Madame Marie David.
0. K.?"
I wanted to stay longer and learn more about
this unique butcher lady, but the sergeant had sent
me into town on a short reconnaissance to buy any
civilian food I could find. As I returned to the
abandoned farmhouse which we were using as a
C. P., I continued to smile at the ridiculous situation. A butcher shop within sight of a road
block where the territory held by our troops and
the F.F.I. melted into three hundred yards of "no
man's land." And a lady butcher, to boot! This
war might prove interesting! The boys let out a
yell when I showed them the fruits of my visit to
the little village of "Le Temple de Bretagne."
None of them expected to be eating steak in combat any more than I had. Officially, Temple, as
we called it, was a deserted town. Half of the
buildings were already reduced to dust by borribs
and artillery. The outfit we had just relieved said
they were still shelled every night, and promised
us we'd get a booming reception as soon as the
Krauts learned they had a new division ringing
the pocket. Nonetheless, there were still a few
civilians in the town and, happily for us, a bakery
and a butcherie to keep them alive. So it became
routine for each man to cook himself a steak after
his cold two hours guard plodding around the
farm house.
Since I was the only one who could manage
French well enough to ask for ten of the best cuts
of beef, to me fell the thoroughly enjoyable detail
of going to La Boucherie each day. Nothing could
have been better to relieve the tension for me.
Those first three nights none of us had to be awakened for our tour of guard. None of us really
sleptf wondering where the next shell was going to
hit. The fourth night I finally went to sleep by
thinking about Marie instead of the fluctuating
intensity of the 88 bursts. And the faint sputter
of the burp guns so far down the road became a
mere humming overtone to my reveries.
Eighteen

My regular appointments at La Boucherie augmented my eagerness to learn more of the interesting French language. The germs of it had been
injected in me by a high school teacher, years ago
it seemed, but now they were being fertilized by
a fascinating lady butcher. I wanted to know
about Marie. I wanted to know Marie. She had
already told me that it was her husband's butcher
shop, not hers, and that M. David was "prisonnier
en Allemagne." I didn't believe her when she
said she had three children. She was too young,
too petite. But then, there were lots of things hard
to believe about Marie. One morning I met her
riding a bicycle, her nose and eyes glistening from
the cold, her cheeks reddened by the December
air. Who would think this bandana'd school girl
intended to change the howling calf she was leading into veal cutlets for my midnight snack! And
she'd do it all herself too.
My time was my own when I went to visit
Marie. I arranged to go for the meat just before
she locked the shop each evening and went up the
steps through the hanging curtain that separated
her living quarters from the 'boucherie.' Her
working day was over, but she invited me in to
practice French with her as she prepared her
"soupe." She spoke a dialect that I'd never heard
in high schooL It was music to my ears, but it
made little sense. At the end of a speech she
would look up from the soup she was stirring, run
her forefinger across the back of the wooden
spoon, hold it poised beside her cocked head and
ask, "Compri?" then apply the tasty digit to her
sensitive tongue. I didn't "compri" much those
first few evenings. One thing I did learn about
her, however, was that she ate very little meat . . ..
From her lengthy explanation of this curious fact,
I gathered that she didn't want to be fat and
musclebound when her husband returned. This
made me laugh to myself. A butcheress, a simple
peasant of Brittany, but a vain French female to
the core. I knew all about French women. Didn't
my father fight over here? Weren't they all
alike? ... Marie was cute, yes; hard working ...
"to support her kids" ... she had told me; but
she was like all of them, I decided, simply setting
her hooks for a G.l. What French woman could
be devoted to a husband, especially after he had
been imprisone~ in Germany for five years? ...
She wasn't going to snare me. Yet, somehow she
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captivated me. This female butcher with her pert
answers, her smile which was dormant only when
she thought herself unobserved, had charmed me.
This married schoolgirl, supporting three children,
had an allure fqr me beyond all rational comprehension.
When I walked guard duty that night the
staccato of the war was muted by the echo of her
laughter sounding in my thoughts. When the daybreak came, bringing our first snow fall, I was still
thinking of her. Before going for meat that eve•
ning, I asked the old baker what he thought of
Madame David. He winked at me, pressed his
thumb and forefinger to his puckered lips, and
blew a kiss, with his eyes closed in the most
ecstatic expression of bliss his wrinkled, face could
approximate. So my judgment had been right. I
was just another G.I. to her.
That night I took some Hershey bars when I
went to the Boucherie. She was as happy as a kid
at his first Christmas. She said, "Pour moi!" and
grinned up at me. I read invitation in her sparkling eyes. She was no longer a French teacher.
She was a woman. A French woman. All reason
fled. The chocolate bars fell to the floor. At first
I thought she was just going to play "hard to get."
She ducked and stared at the floor for a moment,
but when her eyes once more met mine there was
no sparkle, no coquetry in them. From the black
agates behind narrowed eyelids, there. darted
sparks of indignation which were not extinguished
even by a film of tears. Her stream of biting,
spiteful epithets were neither music, nor intelligible, nor interrupted long enough for me to stammer an explanation. My eager knowledge of her
language failed me miserably. I was feeling
ashamed of myself, ready to do anything to right
my crude mistake, when she snatched up her
sharpest butcher knife from the meat block and
brandished it toward the door, screaming "C'etait
le boulanger qui vous avez fait ca, non! C'est vrai,
n.on? 0 cet homme Ia ... que je le deteste!'' Then
I r~lized that I was not the only recipient of her
choleric harangue. She knew that someone had
encouraged my advances and instinctively read in
my eyes that it was M. the baker. How stupid to
devour the gossips slander. I had squandered my
right to be called a friend. Someone else would
come for the meat after that. I couldn't face her
again, forgiven or not.
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For the next two days, Johnson went in to get
the meat. I remained at the C. P. and split wood
or begged to go on patrols in order to take my
mind off Marie. The next day," however, .nobody
went for meat. That was the day we got the
report that the Krauts were going to try a mass
breakthrough. French patrols had seen the preparations and figured that they meant to break out
at 1800 h to fight their way up the coast and free
50,000 P. W. 's in a stockade at Rennes. This
would mean our first taste of real combat. We
were all jumpy and on edge, wondering what it
would be like when they really fire-baptized us.
At 1700 their arty opened up, not just generally
this time, but right in our direction. At 1730 an
88 knocked the stucco corner stone out of the
farmhouse and we were forced to evacuate to our
ill-made dugouts, and struggled to keep our freshly
oiled weapons out of the slush and mud that covered our ankles. Shorty began to whimper. The
Sarge shut him up in a voice tense with fear. We
all prayed for the sloppy floor of the dugout to
swallow us up when a concussion made part of
the roof cav~ in. At -1740 Johnson heard something coming down the road. A German patrol
must have broken through the French lines
already. Damn those frogs! An automatic rifle
and three M.l. 's were trained on the form that
came crunching through the snow. But the barrels
drooped when the men discerned a bandana'd
peasant girl in a bloody apron walk out of the
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dusk. She knelt down in the snow to peer into
the darkness of our woodchuck hole and fogged
the air with her breath as she inquired, "Monsieur
Bill, .. . il est Ia?" Before the Sarge could answer
I rushed over to the aperture to tell her to get the
hell out of there before she was killed. Her cheery
smile choked up my throat. I just grinned sheepishly as she proffered the package of meat and
scolded merrily as she whispered, "Vous oublie.z,
monsieur." Yes, I had forgotten the meat, but
more important, she had forgiven me.
As Marie smiled once more, turned around and
disappeared again into the night the taut atmosphere of the dugout cleared. Confusion reigned
outside, but in our hole, things were different.
Shorty lit up a cigarette, Sarge laughed, and I
heard somebody say something about "guts" and
everyone was talking at once. "Bunch 'a sissies
... ""takes a little French gal to show a guy how
scared he is ... " 'Tll go for the meat tomorrow."
The worst was over. We were ready to fight
the whole German army after Marie's visit, but
our artillery squelched their first assault before
it really started.
We didn't have any trouble with them for
weeks, so I spent many hours with Marie in that
little room behind the butcher shop. One day she
brought her oldest child into town from the refuge
in the country and introduced her to me.
"Annette, dites 'allo a M. Beell."
"Hello, Monsieur Beell, I am pleased to know
you. And thank you for the bons bons."
This was the best English I had heard in my
month in France. I asked Marie why it was that
her seven year old child spoke such good English
when she herself didn't. And what bons bons was

The Fire of Envy

-Donald E. Jones.

Paul Hamilton slowed down from a run and
tried to walk casually up the path to the old house
where he had been living for two weeks. Entering
the vestibule, he glanced about to see that no one
had observed him. He climbed the three flights of
stairs to his small apartment, turned on a dim light,
fumbled for a cigarette and held a shaking match
to its tip. He walked over to the window and
stood motionless. There were flames gathering
over on Floral Street, and he watched them rise
and spread.
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she talking about?
Marie answered in the only English I ever heard
her speak.
"I have too many years," she said, "to learn.
I wish Annette to see America. She learns in
school English."
She didn't explain the bon bons,- but it took
little analysis to deduce that the candy bars I had
been giving to her had been surrendered to her
offsprings.
Annette and her two little brothers adopted Il}e
into the family later on. In my free hours I used
to drive with Marie in our jeep out to the country
to visit them. We would all have supper together.
Then I would help Annette with her English
lesson before we tucked her into bed with the two
little ones. War was the furthest thing from my
mind during those evenings in the country.
Then one day it reappeared violently. After a
night of a particularly heavy barrage, we got
orders to move out. Before we left I ran into
Temple to see how La Boucherie had endured the
beating. The moment I rounded the corner of the
church I knew that Marie's luck had run out. The
butcher shop had been hit. There was no sign of
Marie. The door of the shop was hanging from
one hinge. On the handle there was a placard
which read "Ferme.'' For the first time, the
somberness of war invaded my heart. On a clear
January morning when no rifle shot disturbed the
air, the war had really begun for me.
I never saw her again. There was no answer
to my letters. It has been two years now since
last I saw Marie, yet she lives in my memory as
if I had seen her only yesterday, kneeling before
our dugout and grinning at our panic.

*

* *

In his memory, Paul's childhood seemed to have
been aimless and carefree until his father's death;
but a week after the funeral, Paul came home
from school puffed up with important news.
"Mother, I have a part-time job. I saw Mr.
Hinkins on the way home from school and he said
he'd give me four dollars a week for helping in
the store. So I'm starting tomorrow and you can
have every bit that I earn. I'm going to start
taking care of you."
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Late one afternoon toward Christmas, when
Paul was walking home from the store, his brother
Dave and several other boys in football togs rode
past him on their bicycles; they saw him but did
not call or wave. When he got home, Dave was
waiting to speak to him.
"Why don't you quit working in that store and
come on back and join the gang again? You've
got to have a little fun."
"And who's going to pay all the expenses?
"Mom will. Do you think she needs your four
dollars every week? Don't be silly. We have
enough money. Why don't you quit being a
little hero?"
'Tm not being a hero," Paul said. "Even if
mother doesn't need the money, it helps just the
same. You're older than I am, and you ought to
understand. You could do a little work too, instead of playing football all the time."
"Football's a lot of fun," Dave answered, "and
I'm not going to be a sucker and give up my fun
just because you do."
"You're just selfish," said Paul. "You don't care
what happens as long as mother gives you everything you want. If you loved mother, you'd think
of your duty toward her."
"Don't you ever say I don't love mom," answered Dave. "Just because I love her, I don't
have to pretend that I can support her."
By Christmas Paul had earned fifty dollars.
Actually he had been receiving five dollars and
keeping one dollar every week, so that he would
have ten dollar"s for Christmas gifts.
He was the firs~ one up on Christmas day. He
ran downstairs and began making breakfast to
take up to his mother. While the eggs were cooking he hastily surveyed the decorations in the
living room and rearranged the gifts around the
tree. Then he skipped back to the kitche~, finished
making breakfast, and took it up to his mother.
As he entered her room and set the tray down
on the bureau, she awoke.
"Paul, you woke me up out of a sound sleep
What are you doing up so early?"
"Why mother, it's Christmas," he answered.
"Where's Dave?" she asked.
"Oh, he's still in bed, tired out from so much
football yesterday."
"Well, I should think he would be, poor boy.
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He plays entirely too hard. Never gets enough
rest. What do I smell?"
"Eggs, mother. I brought you up some breakfast. Tea, toast, and scrambled eggs."
"Oh, Paul, how many times must I tell you that
I can't eat a lot of breakfast as soon as I wake up?
I have to work up an appetite first. Give it to
Dave."
"No." Paul turned away from her and bent
over the tray. The food would be cold soon. "It's
for you, mother. Please."
"Oh, all right. I'm sorry, Paul. You're very
good to me. Will you always take care of mother
this way?"
Paul set the tray on her lap as she sat up in
bed. "Of course, mother."
"That's a good boy. Now run along, and I'll be
up in a few minutes. Get yourself some breakfast,
but don't make any noise, or you'll wake up
Dave."
Paul went out, and as he closed the door, he
turned and said, "Merry Christmas, mother."
"Oh, yes, Merry Christmas, Paul."
Paul did not feel like eating any breakfast. He
waited in the living room, thumbed restlessly
through a magazine, and made several examinations of the Christmas tree to see that all was in
order. He picked up his gift to his mother,
smoothed the paper and readjusted the ribbon.
He tried to picture a look of surprise on her face
as she saw what an expensive gift he had bought
her. She would wonder how he had been able to
afford il, and then he would announce, very casually, how he had been saving money privately.
Suddenly a door was flung open upstairs. He
heard the pounding of Dave's feet in the hallway,
and then the door to his mother's room ,was
opened.
"It's Christmas, mom. It's Christmas. Merry
Christmas, mom."
"Merry Christmas, Dave. How is my great big
boy today. Did you get a · good sleep?"
The door was closed again and their voices were
lowered. Paul heard no more. He set his mother's
present down. He rose and moved away from the
tree. As he walked by the fireplace, his eyes fell
on his father's photograph· on the mantel, and he
noticed something about the face that had never
before occurred to him. It was like Dave's face.
Dave would look like that when he grew up. Paul
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looked in the mirror. No, there was no resemblance at all. But Dave was the image of his
father.

A typewriter! What did he want with a typewriter at his age?
"I was speaking with Mr. Hinkins last week,"
When Paul heard his mother and Dave coming, said his mother, "and he said that if you could
he rushed back to his chair and appeared to be learn to type, he would give you some clerical
absorbed in a magazine. Dave ran over to him, sat work to do, in addition to the other, and give you
down on the arm of the chair and put his arm more money besides."
"Oh, that's wonderful, mother. That's the best
around Paul. His face beamed with the joy of
news I can think of."
the holiday. "Merry Christmas, Paul."
"I knew you'd like the idea, dear, so I decided
Paul replied perfunctorily, wished he had a
to
kill two birds with one stone and let a typesmile like that and could forget their disagreement
writer
serve as a Christmas present. But before
so easily.
you start toying with it, we have to attend to
"What are you so glum about, Paul? Come on,
breakfast. Dave hasn't had a bite to eat yet. First,
let's open our presents. Where are mine?"
though, I wish you'd go down and take a look at
"Here." Paul got up and took his gift to Dave the furnace. It probably needs some coal."
out of the small pile. Dave opened the box eagerly
Paul went down to the cellar and opened the
and extracted a shiny, four-blade pocket-knife.
furnace door. He poised a shovelful of coal on
"Golly, Paul, this is a peach. Here, this is for the ledge, and looked in at the fire. It was bright
you . .I hope you like them. Mom picked them out red, hungry for something to feed on. Paul eased
for me."
the coal in gently, spreading it evenly. Blue flames
"Oh, socks. Gee, they're nice. Thank you, shot up in the empty spaces and twisted about the
Dave."
lumps of coal. As Paul gazed into the pit, held by
When they remembered their mother, the boys a terrible attraction, the heap of coal took the
jumped to the floor and got their presents for her. shape of a football outfit - shoulder pads, helmet,
She took Dave's first and removed the wrapping. and the rest. It was quite clear. He saw Dave's
She blew a little paper dust off the gift, held it in whole new outfit in the fire, blackening with carher lap, and stared at it. Tears came to her eyes bon, disintegrating, losing shape. He watched it
and she couldn't speak. She walked over to the burn till nothing was left, till the fire was again a
mantel and placed the gift alongside her husband's brilliant red and hungry for more fuel.
photograph. The resemblance now was unmis* * *
takable. Both had that same, bright, carefree
Now, twenty years later, another fire - this
smile. Dave came to her side and she hugged him fire on Floral Street - held him entranced. He
close.
tried to turn away, but a nameless fascination
"Mother, don't you want to see what I have numbed his senses. The mounting flames gave him
a strange satisfaction, as though he had been waitfor you?" Paul offered his package.
"Oh, I'm sorry, dear. Of course." She tore off ing all his life to see them. Someone had turned in
the wrapping, neglecting to read the card, and an alarm, and a crowd was gathering.
opened the box. "Paul, it's beautiful." She held
* * *
up a leather handbag. "Oh, thank you, dear. It's
Crowds! How he hated crowds! There had
so practical, too. I'll get a lot of use out of it. You been such a crowd at his mother's funeral two
are very good to me. Now, come and see what I weeks ago. The women all gushed with sympathy,
.have for you two."
saying they understood perfectly ho;,.., he felt; but
The last two packages under the tree were very they didn't understand a thing.
"I know," they would say, "how you and your
large. Paul watched while Dave opened his. It
was a complete football outfit - shoulder pads, mother loved each other, and how close you were,
knee pads, helmet, sweater, and breeches. Dave especially after Dave left and got married. She
was almost wild with joy, and began to try every- relied on you so, and you always took such wonthing on while Paul was opening his box. Paul derful care of her. I suppose she has left you
knelt and stared at his gift in dumb amazement. everything?"
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"Oh, I would hardly expect everything," Paul
would answer. ··Tm sure mother has made a perfectly equal distribution of her estate between
Dave and me."
The evening of the funeral, the will was read
by Mrs. Hamilton's lawyer.
" '1, Maria Hamilton, do hereby bequeath my
entire estate to my two sons, to be divided between
them as I specify. To Paul, who is successful in
business and needs no help, I leave one thousand
dollars. His self-sacrificing nature will make him
understand why I leave all else to my other son,
David, who is in need of assistance, and whom we

Slow Readjustment

*

*

*

Fierce, insatiable flames roared skyward. The
fire engines had come, and rescue squads were
busy with hoses and ladders, trying to save the
three occupants of the house; but they were too
late. Paul's ear caught the shouts from the street,
and he heard what he had wanted to hear. He
had done what he had wanted to do.

-John 'Tweedy.

I hadn't seen Joe in almost three years. I'd
had a few letters from him but they didn't say
much, only what lousy food the army served up
and how he wished he was back home. I first saw
him at Nick's (that's a beer joint around my
neighborhood where we always hang out).
He looked the same, maybe in a little better
shape, but still the same old Joe. Funny thing,
though, he didn't talk hardly at all about what he'd
done, (and I guess he'd done plenty- he was in
the infantry), only what a terrible system they had
in the army, KP and guard duty and the somethingth Article of War which he had to sign a
couple of times. He didn't know how the hell we
won the war with some of the boneheads they had
in responsible positions.
After a while I asked him when was he coming
back to Hill's (that's a print shop where we
worked a couple of linotype machines before
the war) .
"Go back to that sweatshop?" he says. "Not
me. You must have seen one of them mimeographed letters old man Hill sent us in the service
and how they missed us and was holding our jobs
for us.
"Hell, do you think I'd go back there and take
orders from a bunch of bums that didn't do nothing but rake in the gravy during the war? No
sir, if there's one thing I learned in the army,
look out for wheels like Hill."
"What are you going to do, then?"
"Join the 52-20 Club and let old Uncle Sam
support me for a while. Then, when I'm ready
'TRfl'.(I'TY REVIEW

have never begrudged anything. Because David
has a wife and child to care for, and Paul is single,
I feel it right to leave to David my entire property
at number one-twenty-nine Floral Street.' "

and something good comes along, I can make
some real dough."
I went down to the Vet's Administration with
him that afternoon where he was going to sign up
for this $20 a week. I remember what a lousy
day it was, the first real miserable day we'd had
that October. It was windy and rainy and there
was dead leaves plastered on the street. The reason I remember it so well was because an auto
smashed up on Tracy Street. It probably skidded
on them leaves and it ended up against a telephone
pole. There was a big crowd of people around
when we got there and the car was pretty well
smashed up in front, only the driver must have
got out okay.
Anyhow, for the first couple of weeks Joe had
a pretty good time seeing all the people he hadn't
seen in over three years. Jean Casey, that's his
girl, and him and me and my date went dancing
a;,d to night clubs and it was just like old times.
In the daytime, ·though, there wasn't much for
Joe to do. I was working and there weren't many
people around home. He'd hang around the pool
hall, or Nick's, and act kind of bored. It was
alright for a while, but then it started getting on
his nerves and his folks got to asking him why
he wasn't doing anything. His pop would even
dig up jobs for him only he'd say it didn't pay
enough or it wasn't what he wanted to do or he
didn't want so and so giving him orders.
The more they rode him about it the sorer !le
got. Like one time we was in Nick's and Hans
Nielson came in. Hans runs an auto body shop
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on C Street and he makes good money. Well, he
was short-handed at the time and he asked Joe
to come in with him (Joe's pretty handy around
cars). Joe says he'll think it over and he looks
kind of guilty, probably because Hans knows him
so well and knows he ain't got nothing to think
over that he hadn't been considering every day for
the past .two weeks. Hans says something about
he'd better not wait too long and Joe all of a
sudden lights into him.
"Why the hell don't you guys lay off? That's
all I've been hearing since I got back and I'm getting damn well sick and tired of it! You think
I've been on a vacation these last few years? You
guys been making the big money. Well, I'm
looking out tor Joe now and I don't need your
help. I'm going after the real dough."
Joe didn't used to be like that and we was all
wondering how come the change. Jean would ask
me, when he wasn't around, if I knew what was
wrong and all I could think of was all this stuff
they handed out about "readjustment."
I didn't know it at the time but Joe was hanging around part time with Tony Buccheri, a City
Hall pol who used to run the ward. I guess he'd
been seeing Tony a lot these days when he didn't
have nothing else to do. Anyhow, we was plenty
surprised when he blows into Nick's all smiles,
and says he's taking over Schmidt's Market. We
all told him he was crazy, since there had been
three guys that tried to run it last year and they all
went broke. And the meat situation wasn't getting any better. But Joe just smiles and says he
had angles.
Joe got off 52-20 and opened up the market.
He had it fixed up pretty good and Jean helped
him some evenings, cleaning and painting and
arranging the counters and all. Joe was more
like his old self than he'd been since he gof back
even if his pop was in a bad mood.
It seems that this Tony Buccheri had a shady
reputation. They'd never pinned anything on
him but Joe's pop didn't want Joe to have anything to do with him and that's how come the
bad mood he was in.
The market did a rushing business when it
started. Joe seemed to have stuff the other stores
couldn't get and that brought in a lot of new
customers. There was a lot of whisperings about
the black market, but you know these women
Twenty -Four

-they got to have something to gab about, but
they'll buy the stuff anyway, black market or no.
Jean started worrying about this black market
stuff, though, and she probably asked Joe about it
more than once. His market got the once over
from plainclothesmen more than a couple of times,
but nothing come of it. Joe told Jean to quit
worrying, that everything was all right.
There was more and more talk about it, though,
and one night Jean come to me when Joe was out
somewheres else.
'Tm worried,·· she says. "I thought when Joe
opened his store he'd be just like he used to be,
but he's changed more than ever. He laughs about
this black market talk and then says that even if
it was true he was alright as long as he didn't
get caught."
Joe had changed. He'd never have taken a
chance like that before and he wouldn't have even
considered it because it was all wrong . Well, I
don't know if he was taking the chance, but he
couldn't see anything wrong in it. That's where
the trouble came between him and Jean.
He had the attitude that anything was alright
if you could get away with it and Jean couldn't
see it. They had fights over things that didn't mean
much, only this difference egged them on.
There was one pretty bad weekend with Joe.
Friday the papers come out with big headlines
that Buccheri had blew town and was wanted for
questioning as regards the black market. Saturday
Joe didn't get enough stuff in from the wholesalers
to feed a midget. That night him and Jean broke
up and Monday his store didn't open.
They never questioned Joe about his market
but he sold the place. There wasn't anything for
him to do and he started to drink. After a time
I talked with him, and while I don't consider myself a expert advisor like John Anthony, still
and all it semed like he was feeling better than
he'd been since the store closed.
He went down to see Hans, and although he
was full up at the time, he made room for Joe.
Things went along okay for a month and there
was even hopes that we might bring him and Jean
back together again.
Then last week I saw Hans down at Nick's with
a plaster on his nose. He was more sorry than
angry. It seems that Joe wasn't earning his keep
and Hans tried to talk to him and tell him to get on
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the ball. The plaster on his nose was the result
and, of course, he'd had to fire him.
Well, last Tuesday was just like the day a year
ago. It was a lousy day and I remembered that

Please Omit Flowers

- Joseph F. Brush,

"Let us bring garlands green
Eternal garlands to her grave.
And deadly Night-shade will not enter there.
Neither shall Death, Nocturnal Melancholy
Longer rave where
Asphodel and Heart's Ease do repair."
I sat at my desk, pecking away at the noisy
typewriter. The newspaper office was dim; the
sounds of the night poker game boisterously welling up from the far corner of the room where the
Night Editor held reign. I shot a glance at the
lines of type, curling out of sight in back of the
machine. I poured myself a drink; I thought.
"The tragic death of Charlotte Lanning was
announced by the Police today. Miss Lanning,
the authoress of many books of verse was ... "
So Charlotte Lanning was dead! The grim
reality of the thing was overwhelming. With so
much life and youth, with the child-like simplicity
of her work, the strongness of her faith; she had
left so much unsaid and undone.
". . . found on the street a few minutes after
she had been struck by a passing car. She was
rushed to St. John's Hospital where . . ."
Men and women in white. The sterility of the
crisp linen; the hushed voices. No moaning, tearful entreaties, just the cold, white pall of death.
What had she said? I know:
If I should die, forsake my hand
For my whole soul t'wards Heaven is fanned
Full swift, by Angel's wings.

". . . She died without regaining consciousness.
She is survived by her husband Charles Lanning.
The funeral will take place at . . ."
Christ!
She loved a play of words, whimsey. I remember that her favorites were "till death us do part."
Ironic. Laughable. I choked, and filled the glass
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accident on Tracy Boulevard. Funny the way
I remembered it. It happened right in front of the
building I saw Joe go in Tuesday. It was the
recruiting office.
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again, shuddering perceptibly as the burning
liquor sought my acid palate.
I had this feeling once before, when mud and
damp-chilled darkness were all that remained of
Europe. Whining shells; the sickness in your
stomach when you unwittingly trample over the
body of a dead comrade.
Lord!
I lit a cigarette abstractly and let little inane
thoughts creep over the haze of the liquor. Once
freed, they ran in a never ending pattern.
Two cards "Bulldog" dead moan one more
drink pretty poem rifle fire chin up squealing
brakes screams yells curses die soldier want a
drink city desk teletypes "Copy Boy" cigarettes
home from work evening meal noisy kids not for
mine Sunday church blue suit dark night white
sheets sterile instruments long knives roar presses
"30"
Reality came with the tolling of a distant church
bell. Was it like the one that would send her
spirit winging into the Everlasting? She had
once written:
The distant bells at close of day.
Hark! Hear their tolling? Far away
On lofty hill or rocky grade
O'er valley, wooded forest glade
All Nature kneels to pray.
Stop!
I ground out my cigarette, shuddering at the
brutal way my heel snuffed out so small a spark.
A spark of glowing life. And yet, life was so frail
that one machine of man could extinguish it as
easily as the snuffing of a candle in the wind.
". . . Evergreen Cemetery. Please Omit
Flowers."
Char would have liked that. She enjoyed the
fields and streams of New England. She re;eled
in the Autumn with its l;>lustery winds and amber
leaves. She was enraptured by the smell of burning Hickory. A pause in her reality.
'fwenty-Five

Charles and I have gone away
To silent hills, where break of day
Sees hazy woodsmoke, amber mist
And seedling pine, which, not yet kissed
By golden rays of Sun, reach up for age.
They could not hope to duplicate the Nature
that she loved. She loved with her whole being.
The last piece that she wrote has not yet even been
transcribed into print; perhaps it never will be.
It was her message to Charles.
I hold thee closest to my Heart
My one and only love.
For though, someday, our lives will part
My Darling, I can prove
That stars and planets guides shall be
To bring you to my side
Where I shall wait to soothe your lips
With kisses now denied.

I ripped the paper from the machine and rolled
down the cover on the desk. The lock snapped
shut easily. A parallel of the way I locked Char,
lotte Lanning in my heart.
I took my hat from the rack and bunched it on
my head.
The office was beginning to awaken from its
death,like holiday. The smell of the morning cof,
fee and the clanging teletypes revived the monster
from her quiescence. I fought my own fuzzy head
and nodded drunkenly as I dropped the little
sheet of cold, black, unfeeling words in the out,
going file.
The pert receptionist sympathetically avoided
my eyes as I swung through the door and into the
bleak light of another Autumn morn. Her words
pounded in my ears as tom,toms in a Danse
Macabre.
"Going Home, Mr. Lanning?"

Cocktail Party---The Women
Edward F. Albee
They scream each other's names across the room
Already numb with voice, and call dead words
To faces fixed in smile. Some recent groom
Has hit his wife, an aunt is dead, two birds
Are mating in the tree behind the house,
The weather isn't warm, John shot a grouse
In Canada, yes, with a gun. Oh my
How true, and what(? I know! Not really dear,
I hadn't heard! My Rudolf says this fear
Of Russia is absurd. Did Clara die?
But darling, what is fear and what is death?
I've had no time to read about those things
With both the children home; can't draw a breath
For fear of waking Tom, he's sick. My rings?
Oh, Tiffany, two weeks ago. They're nice.
Our neighbors cat has killed six mice
In just two days, imagine that. Oh no,
It's rats that leave a sinking ship. That's sweet.
I'd love a dry Martini, dear. - The show
Continues aimlessly. The groups compete
In vast absurdities, create and kill,
Resolve the world, then, home to sleep with Bill.
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N. P. Ward

-Fred N:eusner

"Now, fellows," blared the loudspeaker, "we'll
hear Bing Crosby sing 'White Christmas' for
Shorty, Brownie, and the four paratroopers on
Ward 16."
Red, the soldier who was sitting by the stove,
let a smile cross his dull face. The music played
and he closed his book to listen. He idly searched
the room for something to fix his attention on from the colored paper chains on the lighting fixtures to the beaverboard fireplace at the end of
the ward to the Christmas tree beside him with
its tiny lights and its cellophane and cardboard
star that lit up when a battery circuit was closed.
Finally he stood up and, laying his novel on the
table, walked to the bedside stand near his cot,
took out a bar of candy and some English tea
biscuits and then returned to the place by the
stove to sit and eat. Eating and reading and
movies had become his sedative, his excuse not to
think during these weeks. It hurt him to think.
Yet somehow he had no ambition to do anything
else. He wondered what ever had become of Phil
and Harry and Sergeant O'Brien and Lieutenant
Hall. What was that buzzing-ringing sound in
his ears? Was he really cracked - like some of
the guys in this damned nut ward? Or would he
be all right some day? What happened to his
ammo bearer, Ed, who had a wife and a babyand a sniper's bullet gut wound when help
arrived?
Then he started thinking about the terrible
way Sergeant Gordon had died when, with half
his face blown away, he gargled blood and moaned
till he lay on the bottom of the irrigation ditch in
the water and urine and mud. Because the rest
of the platoon was green and was terrified by the
dying man, the gunners in Gordon's squad who
had trained and maneuvered with him for two
years had to crawl over to him and set his body
upright in a niche dug out of the embankment.
Sometime during the next few hours Gordon
stopped moaning. And later the aidman cursed
the battalion medics for not having come with
litters in time to evacuate his patient alive.
One of the men came into the ward and carelessly slammed the door. Red started violently,
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Malvern Wells,· England
December, 1944
then grinned in an embarrassed way, looking
around to see if anybody had noticed him. The
newcomer made for the stove and got as close
as he could.
"What's new, Sarge?"
" Nothing much, Red." He shivered. "It's getting cold out there, just listen tG that wind howl."
'Tm glad I'm sleeping inside instead of out on
the ground tonight, Sarge. It sounds like hell."
"That's no kidding."
"Want a bite of candy?"
"No, thanks. I'll take a cookie, though."
"They're kind of dry."
"That's OK. Thanks."
"How was the movie?"
"Another Hollywood war picture. You know
that attack scene where a star shell lights them up
and the Japs start coming?"
"Yeah."
"Well, Rocky was sitting beside me and he
started trembling, so he had to get up and walk
out."
"Gee, that's a shame. I couldn't understand
why he came back so early tonight."
"He had it rough. He was with the Fourth at
Schmidt, when they went in after a regiment
of the Twenty-Eighth. And, besides getting
wounded, he got himself a bad case of pneumonia."
'Tm glad I got inside before the winter started
this year."
"Yeah, so am I. I wonder how my outfit is
making out up front."
"When; is your outfit?"
"Oh, they're supposed to be somewhere up
north around Duren."
"They're lucky. My old outfit got caught in
the Bulge and I don't know what to do, I'm so
damned worried. Here I am, sitting in a psycho
ward, when I ought to be up there."
"Yeah, I know how you feel. But I wouldn't
go up front again for the last dollar in the world."
"Neither would I. Any guy that wants to go
back is crazy. My outfit should have been relieved
months ago. They've already been replaced two
hundred percent already."
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"Yeah, that's just like the First Division- just
a fighting replacement depot. Did you ever hear
about the leg wound foxhole? The doggie digs
the head deep and the feet high, then when the
stuff comes over he hopes he '11 get hit so he-"
The door swung open again and a T / 5 walked
in, his arms full of packages, which he dropped in
a pile on the table on which the Christmas tree
was standing. As he arranged these he glanced
about the ward. He was noting who sat with a
group, who sat alone, who talked, who read, who
smiled, and who was apathetic. Every day he was
careful to be in the ward or wherever most of the
men were, if possible, to observe their actions and
hear what they said. It was his job to report anything irregular to the Major. And all the patients
knew it. They were on their guard when he
was there.
He tried to start a conversation with the two by
the stove. But they didn't like him; so he did most
of the talking, finally taking out a comb, running
it through his long hair, and retreating to the
office, where he was king.
"Lousy stoolpigeon!" muttered Red, and drew
his chair closer to the stove. The sergeant threw
open the stove door and began shoveling in coke.
Growing impatient with the slowness of this procedure, he picked up the scuttle and poured in the
fuel until he could see no fire, although its satisfied
crackling told him it was there. Then he closed
the door, opened the grate, and dusted his hands.
"You know it's all part of his job."
"Maybe, but I don't like the bastard's face. He's
too damn healthy. They could use him in the
infantry."
That twisting in his middle started again.
"That's a joke," he thought. "It hurts me to get
mad, and it hurts me not to. And when it starts
it doesn't go away. Why couldn't I have a wound
- any kind of a little wound to hurt me some
place else. I feel like a damned coward. I feel-"
"Want to play bridge?'' called one of the men
at the far end of the ward.
'Til play," replied the sergeant. "C'mon," he
urged his companion. They walked down toward
the gaudy red and white imitation fireplace, the
wardboy's masterpiece, warning the others about
marked cards as they went.
A short, dark, paratrooper sat cross-legged in
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the middle of his cot, riffling the cards and
laughing.
"Pick a card, someone," he ordered. "Pick a
card. Any one will do. Ah, I see that gentleman
in the distinctive maroon bathrobe is willing. Just
take your pick, sir. Remember it. Now put it
back in the deck and shuffle the cards."
Red looked a little foolish and felt a little flattered as he followed the trooper's instructions.
And, when the trick didn't work and three cards
were turned up without success, he acted a little
excited and laughed just a shade too loud. After
that he relaxed and hung around, watching the
four card players with so much concentration that
it would have been hard to tell that he wasn't the
least interested in cardplaying- least of all
bridge.
The grey enamelled doors with the small, heavy,
glass windows at face height opened and a group
of civilians came in behind the night nurse and
the ward boy.
"It looks best when you see it all from this part
of the room," explained the nurse, as she stopped
by the stove and turned to the guests. "This ward
was judged the best decorated in the hospital. Of
course, here the boys helped with most of it, but
in the other wards the wardmen had to do it all
themselves."
"Oh, I think it's lovely!" exclaimed one of the
women.
"Wait'll you see it all lit up," said the T/ 5 as
he began to manipulate the battery and wires
under the cloth at the base of the tree. " Someone
turn out the lights." All the lights except a row
of colored lamps on either side of the room were
turned out, and the Christmas tree flickered, then
shone in all its electric glory.
"Oh, that's lovely!"
"Isn't it!"
"How did you ever make that star?''
"Oh, one of the boys wired it, then we set it up
on the tree. It works on a separate switch from
the rest of the tree lights."
Their game interrupted, the patients watched
this group from the other part of the ward.
"That star lights up just like the one or.t the
Russian building at the World's Fair," commented
Red. This drew a laugh. He was a comic. For
an instant he felt like one of the gang. They liked
him. He laughed, too.
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"Oh my, weren't you frightened at being up
The sergeant lit a cigarette and began raking
the scattered cards into a pile. Then he carefully so high?"
straightened them out, shuffied the deck a few
"No, I used it as a chance to make my jump pay
times and said, "I don't think they know they're requirement."
"What he means," explained the sergeant, "is
in the Psych Ward."
"It's hard to tell that a man is sick in the head that the ladder tipped over while he was working
just by looking at him," said the paratrooper. on it and he had to jump from the top."
" Oh, you poor boy. You might have broken
"Any one of us would be sent back to the line in
a minute, if the doctor didn't know he'd cracked your leg," said the tired lady with the sympathetic
already."
eyes.
"On the contrary, madame. The fates have had
It suddenly dawned on Red that he was a lot
like these guys and that they were all different . their chance and have done their worst. I assure
from the civilians who had come in. He grew you I am quite indestructible."
"Isn't there anything wrong with you?"
angry thinking, "Those people are just curiosity
"No," interrupted Red. "There's nothing
seekers. They've come to see the monkeys in the
wrong
with any of us that time won't cure." The
cage." Somehow, his mind could not reconcile
dam
of
restraint was crumbling before his temper.
the fact that the women did not know that these
"Well,
what is wrong with you then?"
were the nervous ones and the suspicion that they
"This
is
the Neuropsychiatric Ward," he rehad not come to make fun of him personally. His
plied.
"We
are also called the Nut Ward and
resentment and confusion grew apace.
the
Booby
Hatch.
In short, we are the lads who
The visitors moved to the warm stove nearest
the fireplace and made appropriate comments of saw too much or heard too much, or who just got
appreciation about the decorations, while the nurse tired of the Glory Road." His arm made a sweepand the wardboy pointed out the various artistic
attractions. At the height of all this the telephone
in the nurse's office began to ring. The nurse,
who had been expecting a call from the supply
officer, hastily excused herself to answer it.
At the same time the wardboy found a defect
in the lights of the fireplace and got very busy
with tape and pliers and switches. The guests,
looking about for new hosts, chose the card
players.
"We think your decorations are lovely," said
the woman with the black hat.
"We're glad you like them," replied the sergeant. "They're supposed to be the best in the
hospital."
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"It must have taken a lot of work," added the
woman with tired eyes who smiled sympathetically when she spoke.
"Oh, it wasn't so much," said one of the card
players. "We've done harder work than that in
the Army."
"My goodness! I can just imagine!" exclaimed
the woman with the black hat.
"I doubt that," muttered the paratrooper.
"What did you say?"
"I said I was the one who hung the paper
chains."
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"Old Grad"

mg ~re toward the decorations. "You have
only seen the twenty-five cent show, ladies and
gentlemen. Don't go away till you've seen the
fifty-cent special. For fifty cents, one·half part of
a dollar, we will go into our little act. One epi·
leptic will throw a fit, complete with frothing
mouth and twitches, while three psycho's will
jump up and down, pound their beds on the floor,
and wind up with a chair through the window."
The paratrooper and the seregant and the other
patients were laughing; so it must have been
funny. The ladies who were their visitors looked
strange. Although they were laughing, they
seemed a little frightened. The black hat looked
drab. The tired eyes seemed to cower. Why was
the sergeant shaking his head and frowning now?
Red couldn't stop. He'd gone too far. He soared
to greater heights.
"Then, if you'll stick around just a while longer,
ladies and gentlemen, we shall, for the eighty-five
cent show take you across the ramp to see the real
treat of the evening. Before your very eyes we
will make five grown men jump into the air and
loop the loop three times before coming down,
simply by clicking the door latch. A very comical
sight, my dear people. A very comical sight.
"We will also show you the only man in exist·
ence who goes through the same invasion landing
on Omaha Beach every night. We'll give you
thrills, chills, suspense. Just step right up, ladies
and gentlemen. Step right up."
Something exploded in his head as he reached
this climax. The shell had landed. He flinched.
Everything was all right again. The knot in his
stomach dissolved. Red began to laugh for the
sheer joy of being alive.
Everybody was laughing. Even the women
were laughing. The Sergeant caught his eye and
beckoned him.

"You son of a gun redhead," he said laughing.
"Where in the hell did you get that?" The ser·
geant slapped him on the back and Red stopped
laughing.
"I don't know what got into me, Sarge. I
wasn't kidding when I started that. I wanted to
scare the women away from me."
"You know, kid, you can't run away forever.
You've got to stop, and turn and face it some time.
You're not crazy; but you will be, if you don't
start to relax." Red looked at him, then nodded.
"Yeah, Sarge. I'll be OK now."
The T / 5 escorted the civilians out and said
good· bye. Then he made a note on the office memo
pad on the large desk that he had built himself.
He reminded himself to tell the Major in the
morning that for no apparent reason one of the
boys had lost his temper and shouted at some
visitors in the ward.
The nurse was still on the phone and the officer
was still trying to persuade her to take a jeep ride,
and she was still telling him that it was too cold
and that besides she was on duty tonight and why
didn't he come over to the ward, if he wanted to
see her. After the patients were in bed and the
wardboy was out playing poker he would drop
around. About eleven·thirty? Yes, that would be
fine . He'd see her then. The receiver clicked.
Red sat with the paratroopr and the others
talking about the war and their outfits and past
glories. They seemed to have forgotten all about
their visitors and the wardboy and the nurse and
the Neuropsychiatric Ward. Yet, when a shutter
banged against its window-frame, a few of them
flinched.
A quiet boy at the edge of the group looked
about wildly for a moment, then he went on with
his game of solitaire.

The Leaf
The wind blew in a leaf of Fall,
As I worked at my desk one day,
That fell upon my open book
And lay there: one of Nature's thoughts.
I asked, "0 whence your only beauty?
"Am I not Lord of All?"
I paused, then saw and knew "You mock me, Perfect Thing."
- James A. Kapteyn.

Thirty
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Sweetest Teddy sitting there
With a pouting, gentle air And I standing by the stair,
Trying vainly not to stare.

New England Poet

With a shoulder slightly bare,
She is setting me a snare.
I am mindful, taking care
Not to see, and to beware.
A golden ray of sunlight glare
Is smiling sweetly on her hair And I am in deep sad despair;
For ga4e at her I should not dare.
I would gifts of valor bear,
From far off lands for her to shareClothes and gems and perfumes rare,
Carried off from pirate lair.
Sweetest Teddy sitting there,
Pouting gently in the air Am I then foolish not to dare
And kiss sweet Teddy unaware?
0, I would sound a trumpet blare,
My love for Teddy to declareBut that my mind is too aware
That trumpet sounds might Teddy scare.

-Ulysses Paul.

He spoke - not unassumingly - but just right
to be heard.
No regional accent save a la4y "you";
And in his face the peaceful sadness of a humorist.
He spoke and laid the balm of earth against
The ache of my modernity. He said to step aside
From the subconscious trauma and the larger stew
And watch a brook back up against a rock
Or snow fall in a hushed New Hampshire wood.
The Scientists, One-Worlders, Poets squirmed I too, because I give myself a label with the rest As he explained that life is not for labels
Nor yet for anti-labelists, but possibly for those
Who rough their fingers handling stones,
Or listen lonely to a night-bird's song.
He had moved a way toward death since last I
saw him.
Knowing that he would slip away some daynot long to go Not unassumingly, but with the grace of a
birch-swinger,
I mourned a moment- and remembered that the
earth was his He would not grieve to be the earth's once more.
As I left reluctantly, someone beside me turned
and said,
"I can't agree." He's isolationist." I "could not answer out of my surprise.

- N.a.ncy Apley Hood .

Noon-Night
Militant Memory
The sun is there, and the dome of prairie sky
Must still look down on the waving mass
Of wind-bent corn; and tall prairie grass
Must still feel the breath of the wind's long sigh.
The camp is there, yet useless to deny
Its barren streets and red-rusted tracks
And lonely files of weathering shacks
Against which the crowding weeds thrust high.
On thore nights when western clouds dip low,
Ghostly bugles again will be blown
And spectral squadrons once more will moan
At the ceaseless disciples of life ...
Yet this in ten thousand minds that know
The prairie has taken back its own.
-L. C. Overton.
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It is high nocturnal noon;
And the lunar silver splashes the leaves of the
trees,
Its beams unseen as they fall to earth
Through the crisp, aut\lmnal air.
Cold cumulus wisps
Ringing the orb as they go
Sanctify the scene;
Then missionary in their haste
Speed on saying, "I have saved the moon!"

-'Tom C. F. Lowry.
You shake him off
But a while longerHe ends the race
By far the stronger.

-Ulysses Paul.
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